
 

 

Dynacolor Inc. announced DynaHawkTM 720/820 Z series to market, the latest series of Speed 

Dome camera which innovated from best-sold 720/820 product line. Featuring Full HD, supreme 

frame rate up to 60 fps, 720/820 Z is able to capture the fast-moving objects and at the same time 

provide more details. Also, supporting 30x optical and 12x digital zoom to keep the image quality stay 

well, 720/820 Z is suitable to various surveillance applications, such as transportations, stadium, 

shopping mall, etc. 
 
720/820 Z series make a breakthrough improvement in DynaColor Speed Dome cameras. By 

applying powerful DSP and advanced technology, 720/820 Z support up to quad video streams, H.264 

High Profile and MJPEG compression format. Furthermore, the superb focus speed of 720/820 Z 

enables to deliver vivid, well-focused images immediately while doing pan/tilt/zoom control or 

running preset sequences. 
 

Moreover, 720/820 Z series is equipped with SONY progressive scan CMOS sensor, true day/night 

IR cut filter and electronic image stabilizer to ensure good image quality. Also, 720/820 Z series have 

great ONVIF compatibility and integration with major VMS in the market, such as Genetec, Milestone, 

etc. With IP66 weatherproof housing and various installation accessories, 720/820 Z is fitness to many 

kinds of surveillance environments. Outstanding performance and user-friendly design, 720/820 Z 

series would be the best Speed Dome on the market to promote your surveillance level. 
 

Key Features 
 SONY Progressive CMOS scan sensor 

 Up to 30x Optical Zoom and 12x Digital Zoom 

 True Shutter Wide Dynamic Range 

 Supreme Frame Rate Support up to 60fps 

 Electronic image stabilizer 

 2D/3D Noise Reduction 

 Weatherproof (IP66 International) 

 ONVIF Integration 

 
 

Demo Video 
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